High-throughput DNA separation in nanofilter arrays.
We numerically investigated the dynamics of short double-stranded DNA molecules moving through a deep-shallow alternating nanofilter, by utilizing Brownian dynamics simulation. We propose a novel mechanism for high-throughput DNA separation with a high electric field, which was originally predicted by Laachi et al. [Phys. Rev. Lett. 2007, 98, 098106]. In this work, we show that DNA molecules deterministically move along different electrophoretic streamlines according to their length, owing to geometric constraint at the exit of the shallow region. Consequently, it is more probable that long DNA molecules pass over a deep well region without significant lateral migration toward the bottom of the deep well, which is in contrast to the long dwelling time for short DNA molecules. We investigated the dynamics of DNA passage through a nanofilter facilitating electrophoretic field kinematics. The statistical distribution of the DNA molecules according to their size clearly corroborates our assumption. On the other hand, it was also found that the tapering angle between the shallow and deep regions significantly affects the DNA separation performance. The current results show that the nonuniform field effect combined with geometric constraint plays a key role in nanofilter-based DNA separation. We expect that our results will be helpful in designing and operating nanofluidics-based DNA separation devices and in understanding the polymer dynamics in confined geometries.